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White Wedding Balloon Arch 

The White Wedding Balloon Arch is a popular 

balloon decoration set from Borun Balloon Factory 

Qianjia brand.White wedding balloon Arch is a 

special wedding decoration balloon garland set 

discussed with customers。The main body of the 

white wedding balloon arch is composed of white 

balloons, plus with golden latex balloons, so that 

the whole wedding party in the balloon arch 

decoration, the atmosphere is more sacred, in the 

white wedding balloon arch decoration of the 

wedding, the couple will be more happy. 

 

 

Product Description 

White Wedding balloon Arch is made in China and has been shipped for foreign customers. 

Before the white wedding balloon Arch set went on sale, an American customer asked 

us,“ why don't you make a balloon arch kit for wedding decoration?”This problem gives us 

designers a great inspiration, white on behalf of holiness, gold on behalf of nobility, in the 

designer's design of the consumer's favorite white wedding balloon arch set completed. 

 

White wedding balloon arch is not our high-end customized products, we are a freshman 

orientation is a made in China cheap white wedding balloon arch, we hope all the lovers in the 

wedding can get the adornment of the white wedding balloon arch, bo embellish the balloon 

factory hope that we can provide the blessing is very lucky for you, witness your customers 

love. 

 

All of our balloon arch kits are not limited to just one scenario, the Qian jia brand balloon 

Garland set is very much in accordance with the user's preferences, as long as you like this 

white wedding balloon arch you can use the balloon arch as a birthday party balloon 

decoration or baby shower party balloon decoration. 

 

The White Wedding Balloon Arch Kit is made up of balloons from China Borun Balloon Factory, 

all of ballloon made in China.At present the world latex balloons production decline, but BoRun 

balloon factory still provide customers with cheap white wedding balloon arch, we and all 

customers are friends, between us is not only business cooperation, we are shoulder to 

shoulder strategic Allies. 

 

We would be honored if you could wholesale White Wedding balloon Arch kit.Your trust is our 

motivation to move forward. 
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